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William Jewell College David Hansen and Katelyn Johnson affirming the resolution 

defeated Southern Illinois University Arielle Stephenson and Bobby Swetz in the final round at 

California State University Long Beach on March 21, 2016.  

Joshua Harzman, University of the Pacific 

 Vote: Affirmative 

The negative counterplan strategy, “Ban the Plan,” does not generate offense for the 

negative. Initially, the counter proposal does not solve the affirmative case. The Member of 

Government tells us that due to American policies such as the USA PATRIOT Act, 

contemporary programs like the NSA will continue to survey telecommunications. This 

argument goes unanswered through the negative block. Subsequently, banning the affirmative 

plan does nothing in a world where these meta data collection practices still persist. Voting 

negative does not result in a net increase of US hegemony.  

 If the counterplan doesn’t solve the affirmative, the only way out for the negative would 

be if the counter proposal avoids a disadvantage caused by (and with greater harms than) the 

affirmative. First, the disadvantage does not link to the affirmative. From the Prime Minister 

Constructive, the affirmative plan has clearly been proposed to take place in secret. While the 

negative continues to tell me: “These technologies talk to one another, Comcast and Verizon 

share information!” - This still avoids one fundamental question: How does that first tech 

company (in this gossip-grapevine) ever hear of the affirmative? Again, the plan happens in 

secrecy. The negative offers no warrants for how the first company ever finds out about the plan. 

Second, the negative block mishandles a straight-turn from the affirmative. The Member of 
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Government tells us that maintaining hegemonic authority is what bolsters economic growth - 

the negative block’s response is simply dismissive (“Wrong, it’s the other way around”). There 

are no warrants for the negative’s assertion, but the Prime Minister Rebuttal reminds us of the 

MG’s (unanswered) counter-warrants: The 1990’s illustrated strong connection between 

hegemonic power and economic growth; the affirmative also isolated Tank technology as a 

warrant. While the counterplan may avoid the disadvantage, hegemony pivots this position into 

an advantage for the affirmative. Lastly, the affirmative offers unanswered impact defense 

involving lawsuit withdrawal. I think the negative is spotlighting timeframe correctly. However, 

the block does not answer the affirmative’s warrant that the federal government withdrew the 

lawsuit because they’ve already figured out how to hack. This amplifies the purchasing index 

low arguments that make the impacts of tech company pullout inevitable. 

 Ultimately, the affirmative plan is Try-or-Die to resolve declining US hegemony and 

prevent impending proxy wars that result in nuclear extinction. 

Amanda Ozaki-Laughon, Concordia University Irvine 

 Vote: Affirmative 

This was a wonderful final round. Thank you so much for allowing me to judge it. I 

apologize if this RFD is brief or unclear, but it's been a very long day!  

The LOR's framing of the collapse of the economy overnight makes this round  close for 

me. However, I suppose defense does indeed win championships. The PMC/PMR framing and 

extensions in the MG mean that the types of conversations that the government wants access to 

are already very exclusive and regulated information. This means the probability of the collapse 

of the economy tomorrow morning when the stock market opens is mitigated quite a bit. I think 

the AFF wins on probability that hegemony and asserting the US as the global hegemon, being 
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able to be in the right place at the right time to win conflicts, is able to solve back long-term for 

the global economy as well as stop civil and nuclear wars from happening. It is really an internal 

link turn to the DA saying that all of these conflicts are inevitable, it's just a question of whether 

China is able to outpace us in the near future. The likelihood of tech companies pulling out of the 

market because talks between top level officials are monitored is very little. Also, I think the 

negative let the aff get away with way too much on the whole "the plan is a secret" idea. This 

race against China is something that I think makes the NEG lose on timeframe, especially with 

those defensive args. I think the SQO being able to solve is pretty minimal, given that the 

conversations/calls that the NEG claims will be monitored aren't actually what the DOJ is 

interested in. Thus, it's try/die for the aff. Congratulations to all 4 debaters! 

Chris Pierini, University of Washington 

 Vote: Affirmative 

The consistency of the affirmative is problematic for the negative. The encryption 

isolated by the affirmative is unique to communication avenues that are not device specific. 

While I think it’s possible this might not be true; the description of the solvent mechanism of 

encryption is controlled by the examples provided by the affirmative including the Edward 

Snowden leaks and the 851i software programs.  

Additionally, the affirmative is controlling the question of if secrecy can occur via the 

foreign intelligence service act. The affirmative no links arguments are based on not requiring 

this information from the phone companies but the actual source code. The additional defense by 

the affirmative on how the government already hacked phones seems to provide significant 

terminal impact defense for technology freak out. 
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These affirmatives defensive arguments are critical when I have power wars vs. tech 

collapse as an impact comparison at the end of the round. I think the affirmative gets more access 

to the impact/link turns of having secret information leads to US superiority in negotiations and 

technology (e.g. "1960s") than the probability of technology sector freak out. Therefore, it would 

be significantly more risky to not do the affirmative which solves the technology collapse than 

trying to have an advantage to the CP in boosting technology. 


